Validity and Reliability of Penalty Stroke Tests in Hockey Games for Junior High School Students
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Abstract—A penalty shot often determines the team's success in winning. Penalty skills are needed because they have a role and contribution to the success of the team to achieve victory if the match is held in the match-making competition. The purpose of this study is to standardize and cultivate a measuring instrument that can be used to measure the ability to shoot penalties in sports hockey games specifically for junior high school students with the form of testing there are 3 types that have been tested on students. This study uses a Research and Development approach. The sample of this study was students of SMP 50 Bandung who participated in 30 hockey extracurricular activities. The conclusion of the study, that the forms of tests 1 and 3 have a lower level of validity and reliability than the form of test 2, so that the test form is not good to be used as a test of accuracy of penalty shots for junior high school students, while the test form 2 is more feasible and meets the criteria for used as a measure for testing the accuracy of penalty shots for junior high school students in hockey sports.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hockey sports have long been known by some of the world community. Only developed in the community of schools and colleges, the public is not so familiar with hockey. The population of hockey players in Indonesia is still limited, but there have been many championships both regional, national, regional, and competitions held in the school environment, especially among High School (SMA) and Higher Education (PT), whereas in elementary schools (SD) and junior high schools (SMP) began to be developed with modified facilities, infrastructure and rules. In hockey sports there is an ability that can contribute to the success of a team, this ability is related to the skill of athletes in taking advantage of the opportunity to shoot a penalty [1]. A penalty shot is the easiest way to score, because there are many possibilities for incoming balls. This is because an attacking player will only face the goalkeeper to score. A penalty shot often determines the team's success in winning. In addition, it is not uncommon for parties that are very decisive in hockey games such as when the final can occur on penalties where if the game time is up and the score is still strong then the penalty shootout is carried out, where the team is prepared to shoot penalties will be the champion, The ability to score from penalty corners can be the determining factor in winning a match [2,3].

Penalty strokes are given due to mistakes made in D or striking circles if a player who defends clearly prevents a ball from entering in an unjustified way. Penalty strokes are carried out from a distance of 6.40m from the front of the goal.

Penalty skills are needed because they have a role and contribution to the success of the team to achieve victory if the match is held in the match-making competition. Penalty shooting skills tests have advantages and disadvantages, the advantages of which are that the test describes aspects of hockey play and can describe the level of skill in the game of hockey [4]. However, the test has disadvantages, namely the validity and reliability level. Then the measuring instrument must be objective so that it will be easier for a teacher or trainer to assess and know the skill level of each athlete and to classify the athlete's ability to facilitate the training process. Previously, the form of the penalty shot test in hockey sports had been tested on students and had validity and reliability [5]. Whereas in junior high school students there has not been a specific form of test of the penalty shot. College Students and Middle School students must have different characteristics. In the form of other tests such as knowing VO2Max there are norms that are different for each age level. There are 3 types of penalty tests used by college students, namely the 1st penalty shot test by placing the highest score of 5 (five) in the upper left corner and lower right corner, this is that most of the incoming shots are towards the left corner top and bottom right corner [6]. The second penalty shot test was a penalty shot based on goalkeeper range. "For the shots to the right the stick and left glove are used to save to left" [7]. This statement indicates that a goalkeeper will use his stick and glove to hold the ball to the right of the goal and the goalkeeper will only use the glove when the ball is towards the left of the goal. It can be assumed that the possibility of a goal to the left of the goal is greater than the right area of the goal, because if the ball is directed to the left area of the goal the goalkeeper will only use the glove. This makes the highest score placed on the left side of the goal. The third penalty shot test is a penalty shot test that makes the test by dividing the goal into 15 equal shooting areas, and placing the highest score of 5 (five) [8].

From the 3 forms above, the test will be returned to junior high school students. Which is the most permanent form of the penalty test above for use in middle school students. Therefore
this research is to find out the validity and reliability test of the penalty shot test in hockey in junior high school students.

II. METHOD

This research was carried out using the "Research and Development" approach. The sample of this study was students of SMP 50 Bandung who participated in 30 hockey extracurricular activities. The measuring tool that I use in this study is:

- First test penalty shot is by placing the highest score of 5 (five) in the upper left corner and right corner, that most of the incoming shots are towards the top left corner and the lower right corner.

- The second penalty shot test is to test a penalty shot based on range kipper, “For the shots to the right the stick and left glove are used and glove save to left” [7].

This statement indicates that a goalkeeper will use his stick and gloomy to hold the ball to the right of the goal and the goalkeeper will only use the glove when the ball is towards the left of the goal. It can be assumed that the possibility of a goal to the left of the goal is greater than the right area of the goal, because if the ball is directed to the left area of the goal the goalkeeper will only use the glove. This makes the highest score placed on the left side of the goal.

- The 3rd penalty shot test is a test of Yanuar's penalty which makes the test by dividing the goal into 15 equal shooting areas, and placing the highest score of 5 (five).

Regarding the shooting position the entire penalty shot was carried out at the hockey field penalty which was 6.4 m from the goal.

A. Purpose

This test aims to measure the ability to get the right penalty shot in a hockey game.

B. Tools and Equipment

Hockey field, 5 (five) hockey balls, one hockey stick, mine, forms and stationery.

C. Procedure

- Every 1 (one) item test is given a chance of 5 (times) to shoot and from 5 (five) opportunities the value taken is the number of scores achieved by the test takers based on the scores of each target area that has been determined previously.

- At the command ready, the test taker stands near the ball and faces the target, the way to do it is in accordance with the provisions of the penalty shootout rule [9].

- On the cue, the ball was immediately shot towards the target. And so on until the test takers shoot five times.

- The duty of the supervisor is to observe the entry of balls in the target area and report to the note taker.

- If the ball is out of the target area (goal) then the score is 0 (zero).

- If the ball is about the bounding rope, then the score taken is the highest score.

- Numbering on the instrument with the shape of the goal will determine the achievement of the value of five shots towards the instrument that has been given a line, with the shape of a box and in the form of different points from each instrument.

The duty of the supervisor is to observe the entry or absence of the ball into the target area and mention the score obtained by the participant.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Result

The sequences of calculation results will be adjusted to the procedures written in the section above. The results of data processing will be presented in detail as follows:

B. Results of Calculation of Validity of Test Forms

To find the validity of each form of ice, the writer first sets the criteria as a comparison. The criterion score is the combined result of the scores, obtained from the 3 forms of penalty shot tests that the author did.

From these values all are worthy of being used to measure the accuracy in shooting penalties for hockey players, because if seen from the list of distribution tables t for $\alpha = 0.005$ and degrees of freedom $dk = n-2 = 30-2 = 28$, then table is 2.763. The decision rule is $t_{count} > t_{table}$ means that all forms of the test (valid) can be used to measure the penalty shot of a hockey player.

C. Results of Test Reliability Forms Calculation

To find the reliability of each test item, the author did it by means of a test-retest. Namely by testing each form twice. After that the author correlates the results with the "product Moment" correlation formula. The results of the calculation of reliability for each test item are as follows:

Based on the results of the reliability calculation of all forms of reliable tests to measure the accuracy in shooting penalties for hockey players, because if seen from the list of product moment (r) for $\alpha = 0.005$ and $dk = n-2 = 30-2 = 28$, then r table is 0.478. Decision rules are $r_{count} > r_{table}$ means...
that all tests are tested reliably to measure the accuracy in guessing penalties.

D. Discussion

Starting from the aim of the research that was conducted was to test the shape of the penalty shot test, it must be known in advance how much the validity and reliability of the penalty shot test. Especially in terms of measuring the accuracy of penalty shots in hockey sports, so that later the test forms met can be used as a form of appropriate test to be used as a form of testing the accuracy of penalty shots for students. The results of the testing of the three forms of tests performed on the penalty shot test, at first glance there is not much difference in the scores obtained, from each member of the sample and each item test, this shows that the sample members take each penalty shot seriously and with his best ability.

Judging from the validity calculation, each form of proper test is used to measure the accuracy in shooting penalties for hockey players, including form 1, which explains that most of the blows that go in are towards the upper left and lower right corner [6]. Form 2 is based on the reach of the keeper [7] and form 3 made by Yanuar [5]. Of the three forms of tests can be used to measure the accuracy of the shot penalty for hockey players because it shows a fairly high level of validity.

Based on the results of the calculation of the reliability of all forms of reliable tests to measure the accuracy in shooting penalties for hockey players, from form 1, which explains that most of the incoming shots are towards the upper left and lower right corner [6]. Form 2 is based on the reach of the keeper [7] and form 3 made by Yanuar [5]. Of the three results of the test form can be used to measure the accuracy of the shot penalty for hockey players because it shows a fairly high level of reliability.

Based on the results of the above calculations, it can be seen that all forms of proper penalty shot tests are used to test the accuracy of penalty shots for hockey players, because all the results of the test results obtained are significant for testing the accuracy of penalty shots for hockey players [10].

The form of test 2 which explains that most of the shots in the upper left corner and lower right corner have the highest level of validity and reliability among other forms of penalty shot tests, with a validity value of t count = 4.853 greater than t table = 2.763, and reliability of t count = 0.710 is greater than t table = 0.478. So the author chose the form of test 2 as a form of test that was significant, feasible and suitable to be used to measure the test of the accuracy of penalty shots.

IV. Conclusion

The conclusions from the research conducted were not all of them had good validity and reliability to use, and it was seen from the results above, that the forms of tests 1 and 3 had lower levels of validity and reliability than the test form 2, so that the test forms were not good as a test of the accuracy of penalty shots for junior high school students, while the form of test 2 is more feasible and meets the criteria to be used as a measure of the accuracy of penalty shot shots for junior high school students in hockey sports.
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